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Lecture-4: 

 

Introduction to PN Sequences 



Pseudo-noise (PN) Sequences  

•An ideal spreading sequence would be a random sequence of 

ordinary ones and zeros. 

•However it is required that transmitter and receiver must have a 

copy of the random bit stream, a predictable way is needed to 

generate the same bit stream at transmitter and receiver.  

•This makes it deterministic. To make it random, it should have 

the desirable properties of a random bit stream. 

•PN generator produces a periodic sequence that eventually 

repeats but that appears to be random.  

•Period-It can be defined as the length of the sequence before it 

starts repeating.  
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Pseudo-noise (PN) Sequences  

•PN sequences are generated by an algorithm using some initial 

value called the seed.  

•The algorithm is deterministic and therefore produces 

sequences of numbers that are not statistically random.  

•However, if the algorithm is good, the resulting sequences will 

pass many reasonable tests of randomness.  

•Such numbers are often referred to as pseudorandom 

numbers, or pseudo-noise sequences. 

•An important point is that unless you know the algorithm and 

the seed, it is impractical to predict the sequence.  

•Hence, only a receiver that shares this information with a 

transmitter will be able to decode the signal successfully. 
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Pseudo-Random Properties of PN sequences  
•Two important properties for PNs are 

Randomness  

Unpredictability  

•We take care while generating sequences that sequences should 

be random in some well-defined statistical sense.  

•To check its randomness, two criteria are used: 

1. Uniform distribution  

 The distribution of numbers in the sequence should be 

uniform; the frequency of occurrence of each  number 

should be approximately same. 

2. Independence 

 No one value in the sequence can be inferred from the 

others. 
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Pseudo-Random Properties of PN sequences  

•Following properties are desired in the PN sequence:  

Balance Property 

Over the sequence period, the number of 1’s and 0’s differs by at 

most 1. For example, a 15 chip PN sequence 111100010011010  

Number of 1’s = 8   Number of 0’s = 7  

 

A sequence is balanced if and only if there are exactly equal 

number of 1’s and 0’s. Otherwise, it is only near-balanced.  

 

Run-Length Distribution  

•A run is defined as a sequence of single type of binary digit(s).  
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Pseudo-Random Properties  

•In each sequence period, half the runs have length 1, one-fourth 

have length 2, one-eight have length 3, and so on. For each of 

the run lengths there are equally many runs of 0 and of 1.  
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Runs of 4 1 

Runs of 3 1 

Runs of 2 2 

Runs of 1 4 

Total 8 



Pseudo-Random Properties  

•Correlation Property  

•If a shift version of itself is compared term by term with the 

original sequence, the number of agreements differs from the 

number of disagreements by not more than one count.  

…111100010011010…  

…000100110101111…  

____________________  

…dddsssdssddsdsd…  

Number of Disagreements (Ds) = 8  

Number of Similarities (Ss) = 7  
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PN sequences or Signature Sequences 

•In a DS-CDMA system, the number of chips per bit and the 

chip waveforms are same for each user (given equal bit-rates)  

•Signature waveforms vary for users with the assignment of 

chip sequence (c1,c2,…cN) 

•Therefore sequence design is one of the most important issues 

in spread spectrum systems.  

•c(t) behaves like a random variable and is thus unpredictable to 

all but intended receivers.  

•c(t) should be easily generated by the transmitter and intended 

receiver.  

•c(t) should be easily acquired by intended receiver but hard to 

intercept by others. 
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Signature Sequences 

•There are several obvious questions regarding the issue of 

sequence design:  

 

How to choose a spreading sequence?  

How to generate a spreading sequence?  

How to choose and generate a set of sequences when more 

than one sequences are needed, for example, in CDMA 

systems?  
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Signature Sequences 

•Examples of codes 

•Optical Orthogonal Codes (OOC) 

•Prime Codes 

•Quadrature Congruence Codes 

•2-D Codes 

•3-D Codes 
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Signature Sequences 

•Methods of generating codes 

•Combinational Constructions 

•Algebraic Constructions 

•Construction of Finite Projective Geometry 

•Etc… 
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Spreading Factor or Processing Gain (PG) 

•It is the number of chips per bit. 

where Rc = 1/Tc is the chip rate.  

For example, 802.11b has a chip rate of 11 M-cps (chips 

per second) and a symbol rate of 1 M-sbs (symbols per 

second).  

As another example, in IS-95, the “short code” has PG = 

215 = 32,768.  

•Bandwidth ratio G =W/B is called a spreading factor. 

•PG is the ratio by which unwanted signals or interference can 

be suppressed relative to the desired signal when both share the 

same frequency channel.  

•PG has no effect on wideband thermal noise.  
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Spreading Factor or Processing Gain 

•PG of N chips has the following properties: 

 

Bandwidth of the DS-SS signal is proportional to N (for a 

fixed duration of the signature waveform)  

For a given signal-to-noise ratio, the single-user bit-error-

rate in a white Gaussian noise is independent of N.  

A signature waveform with N chips can support N users.  

Large values of N contribute to the privacy of the system, 

as it makes eavesdropping more difficult.  
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Spreading Factor or Processing Gain 

Large values contribute to reduce the interference caused 

on/by a co-existing narrowband transmission (cf. CDMA 

overlay)  

The reliability for chip timing determination increases 

with N  

 Example: Military applications, PG = 100 ~ 1000  

WCDMA: PG = 4 ~ 256  
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Channelizing using Orthogonal Spreading 
•By spreading, each symbol is XORed with all chips of (Walsh) 

codes assigned to the user. The resulting sequence is processed 

and is then transmitted over the Physical Channel along with 

other spread symbols.  

 

 

 

 

 

•In the figure shown, a 4 digit code is used. The product of the 

user symbols and the spreading code is a sequence of digits that 

must be transmitted 4 times the rate of the original encoded 

binary signal.  
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Recovery of Spread Signals 

•The receiver de-spreads the chips by using the same (Walsh) 

code at the transmitter. Notice that under no-noise condition, the 

symbols are completely recovered without any error.  

 

 

 

 

 

•In reality, the channel is not noise-free, so CDMA 2000 system 

employs Forward Error Correction (FEC) techniques to combat 

the effects of noise and enhance the performance of the system.  
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Recovery of Spread Symbols using wrong code 

•When the wrong (Walsh) code is used for de-spreading, the 

resulting correlation yields an average of zero. This clearly 

demonstrates the advantage of orthogonality property of Walsh 

Codes.  

•Whether the wrong code is mistakenly used by the target user 

or by other users attempting to decode the received signal, the 

resulting correlation is always zero.  
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Example of Spreading with Three Users 
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Despreading Example 

• At the receiver of user A, the 
composite signal is multiplied 
by the Walsh Code of the 
corresponding user A and the 
result is then averaged over the 
symbol time (Correlation). 
Note that the average voltage 
value of over one symbol time 
is equal to 1. therefore the 
original bit transmitted by user 
A is 0.  

• You may try to decode the 
symbol of user B and user C is 
a similar way.  
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Generation of PN Sequences 



Code basics: Modulo-2 Addition 

The modulo-2 sum of two 1-bit binary numbers yields 0 if the 

two numbers are identical, and 1 if they differ:  

 

0+0=0,  

0+1=1,  

1+0=1,  

1+1=0.  
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Code basics: Modulo-2 Addition 

•Congruence 

•Let      be the set of integers 

 

•For two integers, a, b        there exist numbers q, r 

such that 

a=qb+r  

with quotient q, remainder r and 0 ≤ b < r.  

•The concept of congruence provides a notation to 

capture the idea of modulo operation.  
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{0,1,2,..., 1}m m 

 



Code basics: Modulo-2 Addition 

•Congruence 

•If an integer m ≠ 0 divides a - b, then we say that a is 

congruent to b modulo m and write  

a ≡ b (mod m) 

•Example 

1. 20 ≡7 (mod 13) 

2. 23 ≡1(mod 11) 

3. 90 ≡30 (mod 60) 

4. 15 ≡3 (mod 12) 
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Code Basics: AND & XOR 
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Code basics: Fields 

•Field 

•Field is a nonempty set F of elements with two operations ‘+’ 

(called addition) and ‘.’ (called multiplication).  

•e.g. R (real numbers), C (complex numbers), Q (rational 

numbers) 

•Finite fields or Galois fields  

•A field containing only finitely many elements is called a finite 

field.  

•Here F is called a finite field and q is the cardinality of the 

field. It can also be written as Fq. 

•Every finite field has a prime power of elements, i.e. 

q=pn 

n is any number. 
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Code basics: Fields 

•A field satisfies the following axioms for all a , b, c      : F 

(i)  F is closed under + and · ; i.e., a + b and a · b are in F. 

(ii)  Commutative laws: a + b = b + a, a. b = b.a  

(iii)  Associative laws: (a + b) + c = a + (b+c), a. (b.c)=(a.b).c 

(iv)  Distributive laws: a . (b+c) = a. b + a. c 

 

Two identity elements 0 and 1 (called additive and 

multiplicative identities, respectively) must exist in F satisfying  

the following: 
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Code basics: Fields 

(v)  a + 0 = a  

(vi)  a . 1 = a 

(vii) For any a in F, there exists an additive inverse element (-a) 

in F such that a + (-a) = 0.  

(viii) For any a ≠ 0,in F, there exists a multiplicative inverse 

element a-1 in F such that a. a-1=1.   
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Code basics: Fields 

•Z2 (Modulo-2) 

 

 

 

 

•Z5 (Modulo-5) 
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+ 0 1 

0 0 1 

1 1 0 

. 0 1 

0 0 0 

1 0 1 

+ 0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 1 2 3 4 

1 1 2 3 4 0 

2 2 3 4 0 1 

3 3 4 0 1 2 

4 4 0 1 2 3 

. 0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 1 2 3 4 

2 0 2 4 1 3 

3 0 3 1 4 2 

4 0 4 3 2 1 



Code basics: Polynomials 

•Polynomials are used to represent the cyclic codes. 

•Let F be a field: 

 

 

An element of F[x] is called the polynomial over F.  

•n is the degree of polynomial f (x). 

•Or it can be defined as: 

“A polynomial of degree n that has the form: 1 + … + xn, where 

(…) are zero or more terms with a coefficient of 1. xn and 1 are 

always present.”  
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Code basics: Polynomials 

•Reducible Polynomials 

The polynomial f (x) = x4 + 2x6 ∈ Z3[x] is of degree 6. 

It is reducible as f (x) = x4(1 + 2x2). 

 

•Irreducible Polynomials 

•A polynomial is said to be irreducible if it cannot be factored 

over the same field. 

•The polynomial g(x) = 1 + x + x2 ∈ Z2[x] is of degree 2.  It is 

irreducible. Otherwise, it would have a linear factor x or x + 1; 

i.e. 0 or 1 would be a root of g(x), but g(0)=g(1)=1 ∈ Z2.  
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Code basics: Primitive Element 

•Primitive element 

An element α in a finite field Fq is called a primitive element 

(or generator) of Fq if Fq = {0, α, α2, . . . , αq−1}. 

q is a prime number. 

Example 1: Consider the field F4 = F2[α], where α is a root of 

the irreducible polynomial 1 + x + x2 ∈ F2[x]. Then we have 

α2 = −(1+ α) = 1+ α,  

α3 = α (α2) = α (1+ α) = α + α2 = α +1+ α= 1. 

Thus, F4 = {0, α, 1 + α, 1} = {0, α, α2, α3}, so α is a primitive 

element. 
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Code basics: Primitive Element 

•Primitive element 

Example 2: Consider GF(23) has an irreducible polynomial 

x3+x+1.  

Elements in GF will be {0, α, α2, α3, α4, α5, α6 , α7} 

α3=-α-1=α+1 

α4=α. α3=α(α+1)= α+α2  

α5 = α. α4= α.(α+α2)= α2 +α3= α2 +α+1 

α6 = α. α5 = α.(α2 +α+1)= α3 + α2 +α= α+1+α2 +α=α2+1 

α7 = α. α6= α.(α2 +1)= α3 + α=α+1+α=1 

Therefore elements in the GF(8) are: 

{0, 1, α, α2 , α+1, α+ α2, α2 +α+1, α2+1}= {0, α, α2, α3, α4, α5, α6 , α7} 
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Code basics: Reciprocal Polynomials 

•Consider a polynomial f (x) of degree n:  

f (x)=anx
n+an-1x

n-1+…+a1x+a0 

•Its reciprocal is defined by: 

xnf (x-1)=a0x
n+a1x

n-1+…+an-1x+ an 

 

•Example 1 

If f (x) = 2x4 + 3x2 + 5x + 6, then the reciprocal of f (x) 

would be 6x4 + 5x3 + 3x2 + 2. 

•Example 2 

If f (x) = x3 + x + 1, then the reciprocal of f (x) 

would be x3 + x2 + 1. 
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Code basics: Polynomials 

•The reciprocals also form primitive polynomials (that is, they 

come in pairs). Example: 1 + x3 + x4 is of degree 4, its reciprocal 

is 1 + x + x4 (10011 and 11001), and both are primitive.  

•Polynomial Arithmetic (modulo-2) 
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Shift Registers 
•Shift registers are a type of sequential logic circuit, mainly for 

storage of digital data.  

•They are a group of flip-flops connected in a chain so that the 

output from one flip-flop becomes the input of the next flip-

flop.   

•All the flip-flops are driven by a common clock, and all are set 

or reset simultaneously.  

•The basic types of shift registers: Serial In - Serial Out, Serial 

In - Parallel Out, Parallel In - Serial Out, Parallel In - Parallel 

Out, and bidirectional shift registers.   

•A special form of register is the “counter”.  
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Serial In-Serial Out (SISO) 
•These are the simplest kind of shift registers.  

•The data string is presented at 'Data In', and is shifted right one 

stage each time 'Data Advance' is achieved.  

•At each advance, the bit on the far left (i.e. 'Data In') is shifted 

into the first flip-flop's output. The bit on the far right (i.e. 'Data 

Out') is shifted out and lost.  

•The data are stored after each flip-flop on the 'Q' output, so 

there are four storage 'slots' available in this arrangement, hence 

it is a 4-bit register.  

•To give an idea of the shifting pattern, imagine that the register 

holds 0000 (so all storage slots are empty).  
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Serial-in, Serial-out (SISO) 
• A basic four-bit shift 

register can be constructed 
using four D flip-flops.  

• The register is first cleared, 
forcing all four outputs to 
zero.  The input data is then 
applied sequentially to the D 
input of the first flip-flop on 
the left (FF0).   

• During each clock pulse, 
one bit is transmitted from 
left to right.  Assume a data 
word to be 1001.  The least 
significant bit of the data 
has to be shifted through the 
register from FF0 to FF3.  
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Serial-in, Parallel-out (SIPO) 
•For this kind of register, data bits are entered serially in the 

same manner as in SISO.  

•The difference is the way in which the data bits are taken out of 

the register.  Once the data are stored, each bit appears on its 

respective output line, and all bits are available simultaneously.   

•A  construction of a four-bit serial in - parallel out register is 

shown below.  
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Serial-in, Parallel-out (SIPO) 
•Data in: 1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0 
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4-Bit SIPO Shift Register 



Code basics: Primitive Polynomial 

•It is the minimal (irreducible) polynomial having primitive 

element of a finite field GF (q).  

•A polynomial of degree n that has the form: 1 + … + xn, where 

(…) are zero or more terms with a coefficient of 1. xn and 1 are 

always present.  

•These polynomials also must satisfy other mathematical 

conditions.  

•One important property to note is that their reciprocals also 

form primitive polynomials (that is, they come in pairs). 

Example: 1 + x3 + x4 is of degree 4, its reciprocal is 1 + x + x4 

(10011 and 11001), and both are primitive.  

•Primitive polynomials are used in linear feedback shift registers 

to generate pseudorandom bits forming a code.  
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Code basics: Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) 

•A linear feedback shift register (LFSR) is a circuit to 

implement PN generation. It works as a PN generator.   

•LFSR consists of XOR gates and a shift register.  

•It is a string of 1-bit storage devices. Each device has an output 

line (which indicates the value currently stored) and an input 

line.  

•At discrete time instants, known as clock times, the value in the 

storage device is replaced by the value indicated by its input 

line. 

•The entire LFSR is clocked simultaneously, causing a 1-bit 

shift along the entire register. 
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Advantages of LFSR 

•The shift register technique has several important advantages:  

 

 The sequences generated by an LFSR can be nearly random 

with long periods, which aids in making the spread signal 

appear noise-like.  

 In addition, LFSRs are easy to implement in hardware and 

can run at high speeds; this is important because the 

spreading rate is higher than the data rate. 
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Code basics: Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) 

•The circuit is implemented as follows: 

1.  The LFSR contains n bits. 

2. There are from 1 to (n - 1) XOR gates. 

3. The presence or absence of a gate corresponds to the 

presence or absence of a term in the generator polynomial 

excluding the xn term. 
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LFSR 
•Example: consider a 4-bit LFSR that implements the following 

equation: 
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Code basics: Taps 

•Lines that run from the output of one register within the LFSR 

into XOR gates that determine input to another register within 

the LFSR. These are chosen based on the primitive polynomial.  
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State B3 B2 B1 B0 Output 

Initial=0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 

2 0 0 1 0 1 0 

3 1 0 0 1 1 1 

4 1 1 0 0 0 0 

5 0 1 1 0 1 0 

6 1 0 1 1 0 1 

7 0 1 0 1 1 1 

8 1 0 1 0 1 0 

9 1 1 0 1 1 1 

10 1 1 1 0 1 0 

11 1 1 1 1 0 1 

12 0 1 1 1 0 1 

13 0 0 1 1 0 1 

14 0 0 0 1 1 1 

15=0 1 0 0 0 0 0 



Simple Shift Register Generator 
•A simple shift register generator (SSRG) is a shift register 

generator (SRG) in which all feedback signals are returned to a 

single input. 
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Simple Shift Register Generator 
•To generate a maximal length sequence, SSRG must have an 

even number of taps  

•If {a} and {b} are two output sequences of a SSRG then {a} + 

{b} is also a sequence.  

•If a maximal length SSRG sequence is added to a shift of itself 

then the resulting sequence is another shift of the original 

sequence.  
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Two types of LFSR 
• External Feedback-All XOR 

gates are fed sequentially 

into one another and end up 

as the input to the least (or 

most, either is correct) 

significant bit of the LFSR.   

• Internal Feedback-All XOR 

gates are fed into different 

registers within LFSR, are 

not sequential.  
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LFSR 
•No. of flip flops / registers define the degree of polynomial.  

n= # of FFs=degree of polynomial 

•Coefficients in a polynomial are feedback connections passing 

through XOR gates  

Coefficient is zero, if there is no connection. 

Coefficient is 1, if there is connection. 

•Two coefficients are always present: 

xn (degree of the polynomial) 

x0 =1 

•Example 

•P(x)=x3+x+1  
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LFSR 
•Taps-Lines that run from the output of one register within the 

LFSR into XOR gates that determine input to another register 

within the LFSR. These are chosen based on the primitive 

polynomial.  

•Example- Consider a simple 3-bit LFSR. The only primitive 

polynomials for degree 3 can be: 

x3+x2+1 

x3+ x+1 

•They are reciprocals of each other (1101 and 1011).  

•Since we have two primitive polynomials and two different 

implementation strategies, there are four unique ways of 

implementing the LFSR. 
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LFSR 
•In fact, each of these implementations can differ according to 

which register is the most significant bit (either way will have 

2n-1 states, but with different sequences).  

•Since xn and 1 are always present in primitive polynomials, you 

can think of them as being used as the output of the shift register 

and the input of the shift register, respectively.  

•For an n-bit LFSR, you need to discover a primitive 

polynomial associated with it to implement it.  

•Tap tables on the internet will list taps as such:  

•N = 3, Taps at 0, 1, 3 (this corresponds to 1 + x + x3). 
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LFSR 

A and B illustrate a Type 1 / External LFSR.  

B and C illustrate the implementation of          

1 + x2 + x3 

 

C and D illustrate a Type 2 / Internal LFSR.  

A and D illustrate the implementation of          

1 + x + x3  
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Galois Field Mathematics & m-sequences 

•Finite (Galois) field mathematics are used to derive m-

sequence feedback taps.  

•Any LFSR can be represented as a polynomial of variable x, 

referred to as the generator polynomial: 

 

 

•The coefficients gi represent the tap weights.  
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Spreading Sequence Implementation 

•Linear feedback shift registers (LFSR) generators can be 

implemented in two ways:   

 

Fibonacci implementation  

Galois implementation  

 

•It should be noted that, in some industries, the Fibonacci form 

LFSR is referred to as a simple shift register generator (SSRG), 

and the Galois form is referred to as a multiple-return shift 

register generator (MRSRG) or modular shift register generator 

(MSRG).  
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Fibonacci Implementation 

•Fibonacci implementation consists of a simple shift register in 

which a modulo-2 sum of the binary-weighted taps is fed back 

to the input.  

 

 

 

 

•For any given tap, weight gi is either 0, meaning "no 

connection," or 1, meaning it is fed back. Two exceptions are g0 

and gm, which are always 1 and thus always connected. Note 

that gm is not really a feedback connection, but rather is the 

input of the shift register.  
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Galois Implementation 

•The Galois implementation consists of a shift register, the 

content of which is modified at every step by a binary-weighted 

value of the output stage, again using modulo-2 math.  

 

 

 

 

 

•Careful inspection reveals that the order of the Galois weights 

is opposite that of the Fibonacci weights.  
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Comparison of two Implementations 

•Given identical feedback weights, the two LFSR 

implementations will produce the same sequence.  

•However, the initial states of the two implementations must 

necessarily be different for the two sequences to have identical 

phase (that is, zero bit offset relative to each other).  

•The initial state of the Fibonacci form is called the initial fill or 

initial vector, and this initial fill comprises the first m bits output 

from the generator.  

•The initial state of the Galois generator must be adjusted 

appropriately to attain the equivalent output of its first m bits. 

(In mathematical literature, the initial state of either form is 

called the seed.) 
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Comparison of two Implementations 

•When implemented in hardware, modulo-2 addition is 

performed using exclusive-OR (XOR) gates.  

•The Galois form is generally faster than the Fibonacci in 

hardware due to the reduced number of logic gates in the 

feedback loop, thus making it the favored form.  
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Convention for feedback Tap Specification 

•A given set of feedback connections can be expressed in a 

convenient and easy-to-use shorthand form, with the connection 

numbers being listed within a pair of square brackets.  

In doing so, connection g0 is implied, and not listed, since 

it is always connected. Although gm is also always 

connected, it is listed in order to convey the shift register 

size (i.e. the number of registers).  

•Specifically, a set of feedback connections, or taps, is denoted 

as   

[f1, f2, f3, ..., fJ] 
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Convention for feedback Tap Specification 

•where subscript J is the total number of feedback taps (not 

including g0), f1 = m is the highest-order feedback tap (and the 

size of the LFSR), and fj represent the remaining feedback taps. 

Note that the tap numbers fj are customarily arranged in 

descending order from left to right.  

•As an example, the [8, 4, 3, 2] feedback set would signify an 

eight-stage shift register with feedback connections at taps g8, 

g4, g3, g2, and, as always, at g0.  
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Tap Order 
•It is noted that the tap order must be reversed when switching 

between the Fibonacci and Galois forms of LFSR.  

•A set of feedback taps for a Galois generator is denoted as  

[f1, f2, f3, ..., fJ]g  

•where subscript J is the total number of feedback taps (not 

including input g0), f1 = m is the highest-order feedback tap (and 

the size of the LFSR), and fj are the remaining feedback taps. 

The value of each fj is equal to the subscript of the 

corresponding connection g. The g subscript on the right bracket 

signifies the Galois LFSR form.  

•The set of feedback taps for the equivalent Fibonacci generator 

is denoted as  

[f1, m-f2, m-f3, ..., m-fJ] f  
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Tap Order 

•where f subscript on the right bracket signifies the Fibonacci 

LFSR form.  

•Note that subtracting the feedback tap numbers from m is 

equivalent to reversing the order of the feedback taps.  

•As an example, consider an LFSR of size m = 8 with feedback 

connections at g8, g6, g5, g4, and implied g0. The feedback taps 

are specified as [8, 6, 5, 4]g for the Galois form, and                  

[8, 8-6, 8-5, 8-4]f = [8, 2, 3, 4]f = [8, 4, 3, 2]f for the Fibonacci 

form.  
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Examples of two Implementations 

•Fibonacci implementation 

•In the Fibonacci implementation, the outputs from some of the 

registers are exclusive-ORed with each other and fed back to the 

input of the shift register. Figure shows a 3-bit Fibonacci LFSR. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

•The polynomial implemented is P(x)=x3+x+1 
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Examples of two Implementations 

•Fibonacci implementation 

•LFSR Sequence for Initial Seed 111 
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Q0 Q1 Q2 Output 

1 1 1 1 

0 1 1 1 

0 0 1 1 

1 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 

1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 0 

1 1 1 1 



Examples of two Implementations 

•Galois implementation 

•In the Galois implementation, the gates are placed between the 

registers. 

•Fig. shows the Galois implementation of the LFSR from the 

previous example. 

 

 

 

 

 

•The polynomial  implemented is P(x)=1+x+x3 
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Examples of two Implementations 

•Galois implementation-LFSR Sequence for Initial Seed 111 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

•This configuration produces the sequence. This shows that the 

output sequence is the same as the previous example, although 

time shifted by 1 cycle. 
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Q0 Q1 Q2 Output 

1 1 1 1 

1 0 1 1 

1 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 1 

1 1 0 0 

0 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 


